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Introduction01

Movement: from multilateral free trade policies to mutual interest, trust, and reciprocity-

based bilateral agreements between pairs of countries.

SMEs: which have been the primary front runners contributing to the above-described

change in pattern in trade policy.

How will the technological transformation of a post-COVID economy affect SMEs?

There could be advantages and disadvantages ahead.

SMEs as key drivers. Will the SME sector support a bottom-up recovery of an economy

post-COVID?

With the United Kingdom's (UK) transition from the European Union (EU) and United States

of America's (U.S.) trade policy shifts, a free trade agreement between the UK and U.S. is

already being finalized. The crisis from the ongoing health pandemic is shaping the

discourse on the priorities being negotiated within this context. This report aims to discuss

key points under the partnership between the UK and the U.S., with emphasis on the small

and medium enterprises (SMEs). Analyzing the SME sector's significance in UK-U.S. trade

policies is important to understand their overall impact to an economic recovery.

The prime motive of the report is to invoke discussion on the following:

1.

2.

This report also aims to observe the following pertinent points regarding SMEs and the

2019 Novel Coronavirus (COVID) pandemic situation:

1.

2.
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Motivation &
Literature Review02

Past literature shows that bilateral trade

agreements have gained economic relevance in

the global trade scenario [3]. In the same paper,

they analyze trade interconnectedness (TI),

which measures the relative importance of

production linkages between two countries in the

international trade network. A positive TI

indicates easier access to partners' domestic

markets, resulting in an average increase in trade

volumes. The results show that bilateral trade

agreements have resulted in substantial positive

TI values in most G20 countries except China.

Following the above point, we also observe that

transportation costs, differences in country

sizes, and comparative advantages are

obstacles to the proliferation of multilateral free

trade agreements.

In contrast, bilateral free trade agreements are

seen as Pareto-optimal outcomes worldwide for

various parameters [4]. With this gradual trend in

the change of global trade patterns, we turn our

focus to Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs)

in this process. 

The importance of SMEs cannot be neglected in

the last decade with a further rising emphasis on

their contribution to global trade. 3



For example, in 2012, it was estimated that 88% of

firms exporting to the U.S. from the European Union

were SMEs, with a higher percentage (93%) from the

UK [8]. In early 2018, a special SME dialogue was

launched between the UK and U.S., along with a

special focus on an IP protection toolkit for SMEs

[7]. Further, a 2020 report from the UK Trade Policy

Observatory (UKTPO) and Federation of Small

Businesses (FSB) remarks that 99.9% of businesses

in the UK are SMEs with the U.S. identified as the

most 'important' exporter destination (46%) and the

most important import origin market (31%) for

SMEs in the UK for the next three years [6].  

 

However, the COVID pandemic has disrupted SME

business around the world with significant countries

in lockdown, including the UK and U.S., and a halt in

economic activities. Early signs of technological

transformation may affect SMEs in a manner where

digital resistance and resilience will take a new

shape. For example, a recent study says that many

countries have accepted e-prescriptions for medical

purposes from traditional prescription in a matter of

a few days showing that digital resistances and

aversion might reduce drastically [5]. The world has

a fast-tracked automation movement with increased

emphasis on teleoperations and remote control with

IoT and IT platforms as natural candidates for such

transformation [5]. "SME cobots (collaborative

robots) could play a role due to their simple

programming and the reduced spaces" [5 p. 9]. 

On the other hand, the uncertain impact being

experienced can lead to new asset improvements,

4

"99.9% of
businesses in the

UK are SMEs
with the U.S.

identified as the
most 'important'

exporter
destination."



which may result in technology disabling or replacing specific jobs. This social cost is

worsened by a fall in consumption demand [5]. 

Technological transformation, post-COVID, will change the notion of resilience and

adaptability to a smarter organizational transformation, including in the case of SMEs. Also,

cyber security may pose a threat due to current unpreparedness and awareness to deal with

a drastic change in the landscape [5]. 

While technology is an important issue, the recovery process is the highest priority for

governments worldwide. An analysis of the recovery of economies post breakdowns implies

strongly that a local level policy effort and judicial promotion of high productivity enterprise

development projects are critical for sustainable and equitable development trajectory from

the bottom-up [1]. 

The case of Ireland shows the importance of focus towards local level policy efforts, in this

context, the focus towards SMEs as critical players in the recovery process. After the

downfall due to the crash in 2008 until 2012, investment activity has seen a faster rate of

increase in SMEs [2]. This has shown a secure link concerning regional unemployment for

domestically oriented firms. "The likelihood and level of investment increases with firm size,

and is also higher for exporting and innovative SMEs" [2 p.86]. Overall these results showed

macroeconomic improvements to the observed investment activity of SMEs [2]. 

 

With the increasing relevance of SMEs in global trade and technological shifts for the future,

the policy focus on diverting resources towards SMEs to simulate investment is imperative

for financial bottom-up recovery stimuli and measures in the coming months of the

pandemic to be subsequently maintained post-COVID.
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Part I: United Kingdom (UK)

In the UK, businesses employing below 249 employees are considered as SMEs. Figure 1

shows that the maximum growth over the last two decades has been recorded in the SME

category. Presently, more than 99% of businesses in the UK are SMEs.

Analysis of SMEs
in the UK & U.S.

We observe a significant number of increases in total employment over the last two

decades in the private sector (Figure 2). Most of the employment is in the SME sector,

showing the relevance of SMEs in the UK's business environment. Non-employee

businesses have maximum employment at present.

03
A  C o n s o l i d a t e d  V i e w  o f  t h e  S e c t o r

Figure 1. % Growth in Number of Business Types from 2000 to 2019

Figure 2. UK Business Growth in the Private Sector by Number of Employees (2000-2019)

Source: Merchant Savvy Report 2020

Source: Merchant Savvy Report 2020
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The number of enterprises and turnover, sector wise, for SMEs in the period between 2015

and 2017 are two essential factors (Figures 3 and 4). The professional, scientific, and

technical activities sector has the highest number of enterprises, but concerning turnover, it

is not the most attractive investment. The turnover has seen the sharpest rise in wholesale

and retail trade sector over the three years.

As an effect of what we saw in the previous two graphs, Figure 5 shows that the maximum

number of employees in SMEs is in the wholesale and retail trade, followed by

manufacturing in 2019. With regards to turnover, wholesale, and retail trade industry, SMEs

have more than doubled the turnover of manufacturing SMEs, showing the sector's

attractiveness over the years.

Figure 3. UK: Total Enterprises Figure 4. UK: Turnover in Millions (Pounds)

Source: OECD SDBS Structural Business Statistics (ISIC Rev. 4) Source: OECD SDBS Structural Business Statistics (ISIC Rev. 4)

Source: Merchant Savvy Report 2020

Figure 5. % of Total UK Employment & Turnover by Industry Sector (2019)
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Over the five years (2014-2018),

exports have drastically increased with

EU exports dominating the market

(Figure 6). More firms are growing in

their competencies to face the

international market with a close to 25

percent increase over the period.

Simultaneously, Figure 7 shows us the

percentage comparison with regards

to larger businesses from 2017 to

2018. More towering businesses

dominate trade with higher increases

in exports. SMEs import much more,

but the larger SMEs (50-249) are also

significantly increasing their export

share.

Figure 6. UK: SME Exports

Source: Overseas Trade Statistics (OTS) and Office for National Statistics (ONS) from Inter-Departmental

Business Register (IDBR)

Figure 7. Trade Comparison by Business Size

Source: Overseas Trade Statistics (OTS) and Office for National Statistics (ONS) from Inter-Departmental

Business Register (IDBR)
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Part II: United States (U.S.)

In the U.S., SMEs are defined as businesses with less than 499 employees. In 2014 and

2015, wholesale and retail trade had the maximum number of enterprises compared to

other sectors (Figure 8).

 Figure 8. U.S.: Total Enterprises

Table 1. % Employment Comparison by Business Size

Source: OECD SDBS Structural Business Statistics (ISIC Rev. 4)

Table 1 highlights the split in employment percentages based on business size. From the

graph, we see that in the last four years, around 50 percent of the private employment came

from the SME market, a statistic remarkably like the UK. However, with direct reference to

the UK comparison, employment below the 249 range is less in the U.S. The employment of

non-employee businesses is excluded.

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
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Figures 9 and 10 offer a similar picture of U.S. trade concerning SMEs and large businesses

in 2018. We can see that maximum trade is controlled by bigger businesses employing

more than 500 people with the manufacturing industry's differentiating factor. Large

businesses export thrice in manufacturing industries compared to smaller businesses.

 Figure 9. U.S.: Value of Exports

(in millions USD) in 2018

Figure 10. U.S.: Value of Imports

(in millions USD) in 2018

Source: United States Census Bureau Source: United States Census Bureau

A similar trend is seen in overall trade with regards to imports (Figure 11). Manufacturing is

dominated by the bigger companies, however, one interesting component to be observed is

the domination of SMEs in wholesale trade in the U.S. As we previously noted, there are

many wholesale and retail trade SMEs in the U.S. who are dominating this segment overall.

Other sectors, mostly involving services, see more or less similar trade characteristics.
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Part III: The UK-U.S. Relationship

This subsection addresses the paper's vital focus - the relationship between the UK and the

U.S. concerning SMEs. A recent 2020 survey published by the Federation of Small

Businesses highlights the U.S. as the most important destination for UK SME traders in

terms of exports and imports. Figure 11 and 12 below show the importance of the trade

relationship for SMEs in the coming three years. 46% of exporters indicated the U.S. as the

top importance, with 31% of the importers noting the U.S. as a top import destination. With

the latest dominance in wholesale and retail trade, turnover in both countries, and with

growing concern for the protection of SMEs between the two countries, as cited in the

previous section, we can expect a more reliable link in such sectors with better growth.

However, the overall dominance in manufacturing goods in trade cannot be neglected.

Figure 11. Most Commonly Reported ‘Important' Destination

Markets for UK SME Exporters Over the Next Three Years

Source: FSB Trade Research Survey 2019
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The data analysis and literature review shown here,

shows the strong and growing importance of SMEs

in the UK and the U.S. in different sectors. However,

with the ongoing COVID pandemic, SME businesses

have been disrupted with little to no connection

between the two continents. This poses several

threats and challenges. A worldwide call for change

in business patterns and the use of technology has

forced SMEs to rework and rethink their strategies. 

From a policy perspective, SMEs are extremely

integral in the UK-U.S. partnership as they hold more

than 95 percent of businesses with employment

close to 50 percent or more in both countries along

with growing projections in SME trade.

The following sections share a perspective on

technology, trade policy, and the way forward under

this SME study. 

Figure 12. Most Commonly Reported ‘Important' Destination

Markets for SME Importers Over the Next Three Years

Source: FSB Trade Research Survey 2019
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In this section, we lay out the different types of disruptive technologies

that can arise in the post-COVID world, and their implications for SMEs

in terms of opportunities created. Reflecting on the growth of the U.S.

and UK economies, the establishment of jobs and wealth from

disruptive innovation came with large corporates who completely

dominated the 19th and most of the 20th-century economics.

Then came the 1980s, and this bit of economic wisdom went into full

reverse with major corporations downsizing on both sides of the

Atlantic and the proliferation of the SMEs. SMEs were on the cutting

edge of innovation during the 1980s recovery, after the deep recession

of the late ’70s, tackling the endemic inflation within both the UK and

U.S. economies. That recovery was dominated by SMEs to such an

extent that David Birch at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)

claimed companies with fewer than 100 employees were responsible

for as many as eight out of ten new jobs in the 1980s [9], with many

large corporations slow to respond to considerable shifts in disruptive

technologies and new markets [10]. 

 

That evolved into the 1990s, where, after 30 years, it has translated into

the growth of SMEs within sectorial supply chains to more giant

corporations. For example, in the case of manufacturing, the

assemblers, known as Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs), as

SMEs are inherently dynamic, innovative, and entrepreneurial, in

contrast to the sluggish corporate bureaucracies of the 1970s/80s. The

very term SMEs evokes images of the service or retail sectors, where

smaller companies are most common. If the issue is international

competitiveness, however, one place to look is manufacturing, with 

Disruptive
Technologies04
S M E s  &  T r a d e  P o l i c y
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“manufacturing” and “service” now inseparably interwoven and known as servitization [11].

Manufacturing is a core capability allowing the new disruptive technologies to emerge from

the SME supply chains within each manufacturing sector. The challenge now is to integrate

that success across all market sectors in innovative, disruptive ways. The added challenges

are learning how to develop technology and innovation that is best for specific markets, how

to control the costs and, in particular, how to capitalize (finance). The UK is notoriously

inadequate at financing its SME sector sufficiently [12], even though The City of London is

the world’s largest financial center, along with New York. The U.S., in contrast, excels at this

capitalization for emerging SMEs and start-ups of disruptive technologies. The challenge for

SMEs is to be entrepreneurial while obtaining the capitalization needed before earning

enough profit to continue to invest and compete on a sustained basis within the SME supply

chains they operate. That is more likely achieved within a cluster of SME supply chains

collaborating and inter-linked together with their inherent entrepreneurship leadership and

innovation within specific markets, new and old, for a rapid COVID economic recovery. That

very entrepreneurship, innovation, and leadership courage to take on risk are found in

abundance within the UK and U.S. SMEs[13]. 

 

According to the traditional view, large corporations bring efficiency, although with a certain

rigidity, and SMEs bring flexibility with the instability of survivability. That can be mitigated

somewhat within SME supply chains and clusters. SME supply chain developments have

made a new kind of organizational structure possible. In this new SME supply chain model,

it is not the size of a company that matters as much as the quality of the business

relationships tying companies to each other throughout the supply chain. That dynamism

within the sectorial SME supply chains is now dominate within the U.S. and UK economies.

The fundamental unit of industrial production, for example, is no longer the individual

company, but a decentralized network of SME supply chain companies.

14
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Sabel [14] spotted this trend in the early 1990s within manufacturing, citing “the

corporation becomes more a federation of companies rather than a single organizational

entity,” tied together in a system that Sabel terms “collaborative manufacturing.” We see it

now as the established SME supply chain in each manufacturing market sector. As

decentralized collaborative manufacturing spreads, dense regional clusters of highly

specialized SMEs have been established. They flourished before the COVID economic

shock. With many SMEs too small to do their R&D and employee training etc., they depend

on outside institutions, universities, and community colleges, trade associations, and local,

national, regional governments to provide or support these services collectively. Thus

Sabel’s ‘metacorporation’ is woven into the social fabric far more tightly than the vertically

integrated corporation of the past. 

 

An International Labor Organization study [15] identifies two types of networks: “kingdoms”

tie small suppliers to a large corporate customer in a vertical supplier chain, under the

strategic direction of the corporation; “republics” join small, highly specialized companies to

each other in a horizontal network where no one company dominates. These two models

are not mutually exclusive. As befits the logic of flexibility, they are highly fluid. The same

SME networks consist of vertical links tying SME suppliers to

large final assemblers, such as Airbus and Boeing, in the

Aerospace Industry. In other cases, the links are horizontal,

binding together several more or less equal SME companies

competing to either supply the market directly or other

companies with different geographical market share positions.

The healthcare market is reflective of this. In both cases, these

SME supply chain networks make continual innovation

through a delicate balance of competition, cooperation, and

market demand. The COVID pandemic has illustrated this

within the aerospace supply chain as they have adapted to

new markets. For example in healthcare, Marshall Aerospace

and Defense Group along with its SME supply chain produced

an alternative model of a ventilator to increase the heart’s

efficiency compared to conventional ventilators, which among

others, that included Rolls Royce and GKN Aerospace, so

equipped the UK National Health Service (NHS).
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company can shift from one to another over a period of time or even belong to both

simultaneously, particularly within Clusters. Porter[16] defines clusters as “geographic

concentrations of interconnected companies and institutions in a particular field.” Spanning

a range of sectors that use core competencies or supply similar customer bases, the

aero/space/defense market is a classic example. This established trend has created a new

economic space for a particular SME that is close to the market, technologically, and

dynamically linked to other companies in complex production networks. For the COVID

recovery, we believe those SME cluster supply chains can then be projected into new market

capture strategies rather than purely locational concentrations, to an OEM, as envisaged by

Porter. That will create an emerging power base for SMEs and their supply chains, for

market capture in their own right, while many of the corporations focus on-balance-sheet

restructure and consolidation to survive from the COVID economic shock imposed on them.

An example of this is Rolls Royce raising a £5bn rescue recapitalization. Trade bodies like

the ADS Group (Aerospace, Defense, Security & Space), representing over 1,100 SMEs and

their global primes (OEMs), is actively setting up a £1bn fund to take stakes in key UK SMEs,

as they adapt to new markets with the COVID impact on aviation creating the new supply

shock realities in the aerospace market.  

 

In some clusters, government-funded agencies play significant roles by furnishing

education and training, or specialized transport, attempting to resolve inherent structural

market failures. The Northern (England) Powerhouse and levelling up strategy of the present

UK Government are classic examples. The North held back economically by poor transport

interconnectivity between the North West to North East of England [17], following centuries

of emphasis on transport networks radiating out from London benefiting the South East of

England over the North and Midlands. In some, regional industry bodies provide vital

organizational glue [18]. Therefore, the precise anatomy of each cluster is fundamentally

different, and correspondingly so are its dynamic entrepreneurial forces. This can be

overcome by bi-lateral coordination of key market SME clusters within the UK and the U.S.

to project into global market capture strategies. The Kansas firm Spirit AeroSystems taking

control of Bombardier’s Northern Ireland Operations in October and securing its SME

aerospace supply chain within Northern Ireland is an example of such bi-lateral

coordination. This would have the added advantage of also being a rapid approach to play

directly into market capture from the reset of the UK and U.S. diplomatic and trade relations

with China, which has emerged from the COVID pandemic.
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A country's capacity to build these flexible SME supply chain networks, or clusters, and

project them into market capture constitutes a new kind of competitive advantage. With the

emergence of a bilateral trade arrangement with the UK's departure from the European

Union, the world's fifth-largest economy could, with the U.S., achieve an enhanced

competitive edge by targeting key industries and sectors together. Blending UK SME

innovation into the well-capitalized U.S. SME base would be transformative either by

enhancing existing supply chains in place or creating new ones. For example, as already

highlighted by the COVID pandemic, there is an opportunity to do so in healthcare. Doing so

would transform an existing market that is still dominated by political considerations rather

than disruptive innovation. The resulting economic growth could be substantial as the

global healthcare industry was worth $8.45 trillion in 2018 and will be well over $10 trillion

by 2022 [19]. The U.S. spends twice per capita ($10,200) of other countries and is therefore

ripe for the disruptive innovation UK SMEs could bring to the fore. Correspondingly, there

are over 750,000 companies in the U.S. healthcare sector that would likely create a similar

growth of UK SMEs in the sector. For example, the disruptive innovation on the Internet

would lower operational and clinical inefficiencies while creating a $200 billion per year

market [20]. The merger and cooperation of the UK and U.S. SME supply chains in the

healthcare sector would accelerate those efficiencies resulting in the full emergence of

integrated healthcare systems to be projected into subsequent market capture strategies.

Importance of
Rigorous Studies to
Inform Trade Policy
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Such dynamic SME supply chain clusters can be resources for operational capability, and

well-being of continuous innovation as their skilled workforces under entrepreneurial

leadership concentrate on finding solutions to market opportunities [18]. By promoting a UK-

U.S. bi-lateral cluster development, SME entrepreneurial leaders can build on a cluster's

natural economic advantage to create more effective market capture strategies within the

supply chains they operate. Particularly within a bi-lateral UK-U.S. SME clusters approach. 

 

A combination of an intimate collaboration between UK and U.S. clusters, and the intense

competition resulting, will drive cluster dynamics in new directions and rapidly into new

markets. Economists call the positive externalities of clustering to be readily identified and

built on bi-laterally between UK and U.S. SMEs. Vital to a V-shaped economic recovery that

will be dependent on the vibrant growth of SMEs. 

 

Research into the last recovery from an economic shock [21] shows that any regional

economic growth is highly correlated with the presence of many SME entrepreneurial

employers, not a few big ones. It is found that industries with SMEs and more start-ups

enjoyed faster employment growth than other industries. That effect, we believe, can be

multiplied by careful integration of the SMEs sectors between the U.S. and UK. That is

where economic and job growth will materialize. Although Civil servants and Politicians tend

to enjoy announcing a large corporations' arrival through Foreign Direct Investment (FDI),

because people tend to think that will mean lots of job openings, that is not the case

in rapidly evolving economies and markets sectors driven by innovation. They are also all

too likely to guess wrong about which industries are worth attracting.

 

Furthermore, large corporations often generate little employment growth, even if they are

doing well. The SME sector is the key, The combination of the U.S. and UK's vibrant SME

sectors through more effectively coordination and cooperation under their entrepreneur

leadership, rather than Government directed, is the way to go. It is a unique opportunity,

from the COVID economic shock, to do so in a range of sectors with existing vibrant SME

supply chains within a full range of sectors, both countries excel notably aero/space,

defense, healthcare, digital, transportation, tourism, etc. In order to capture all these

nuances, we ought to develop and work on rigorous data-intensive global supply chain

economic models that can capture the complex realities of linkages across sectors and

countries. This also along with behavioral aspects of the firms, consumers and

governments, in different scenarios of futuristic possibilities.
18



The rediscovery of small business in the 1980s quite rightly emphasized the creative

energies of individual entrepreneurs and the benefits of relatively unconstrained

competition. The COVID economic recovery is the chance to achieve that again with the

fundamental dynamics of the UK-U.S. economies and the sectoral SME supply chains. It

has the same happenstance as the re-emergence from the dramatic recession of the

1970s to the booming 1980s within the UK and U.S. economies that was itself dominated

by SMEs' growth. 

This competitive strategy's precondition is a radical increase in SME supply chain flexibility

and its core competencies across a full range of market sectors. This space for greater

flexibility can be achieved by bilateral free trade agreements between the countries, which

aid in better trust, reciprocity, and trade interconnectedness in both markets. The

sustained growth of SMEs will be a key determinant in the COVID economic recovery for

the UK and U.S. economies. UK and U.S. private equity firms continuing to target and

finance integration of the key SME supply chains will ensure a competitive edge in global

market capture for the UK-U.S. Partnership. 

Conclusion & The
Way Forward06
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